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Today's demand for a high speed, low weight and large load
capable manipulator has spurred the research on flexible
manipulators. This thesis centers on an implementation of
dynamic control on a single-link flexible arm utilizing a general
purpose micro-computer. This research also studies the dynamic
behavior of the control system with a brief comparison of the
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The importance of robotic manipulators to society cannot
be overemphasized either presently nor in the future. With
this growing dependency, greater demands are placed on
manipulators to react quicker, weigh less and support
greater loads. The flexible manipulator offers low power
consumption, ease of transportability, reduced material
requirement, lower mounting strength and rigidity
requirement and lower overall cost [Ref 1]
.
Most work in the past have centered on rigid body
manipulators until the early 1970' s when flexible
manipulators began to show some promise in the space
industry. To meet the need of a light-weight manipulator
having greater performance capabilities, certain problems
must be solved in order to fully utilize the flexible
manipulator. The complexity of the flexible system makes
modelling the system a challenge. The model must adequately
describe the system and yet it must be simple enough to
implement in order to design an adequate controller for the
available hardware.
The model was derived from the use of the Equivalent
Rigid Link System (ERLS) first introduced by Chang [Ref 2].
The Equivalent Rigid Link System first divided the global
motions into large and small motion components and then
1
described the kinematics of the large motion in terms of the
ERLS and related the small motion kinematics relative to
ERLS. Two sets of coupled, non-linear ordinary differential
equations evolved from the use of finite element
discretization of deformations and Lagrangian formed
equations of motions. In the large motion equations, both
the large and small motion variables are non-linear. In the
small motion equations, the small motion variables are
linear while the large motion variables remain non-linear.
Petroka [Ref 2] experimentally validated the ERLS model
through the simulation of a single-link flexible arm
utilizing the Continuous System Modelling Program (CSMP) on
the IBM 3033 mainframe computer. A hydraulic actuated
vertical motion flexible arm was designed and built. The
transverse displacement of the flexible manipulator was
found using a cubic shape function. With the aid of a movie
camera and strain gages, Petroka was able to validate the
model due to general agreement between the simulation and
the actual system response.
Gannon [Ref 3] upgraded the model using a natural mode
shape function and with the aid of strain gages, a
potentiometer, and an accelerometer determined the tip
location and dynamic behavior. Computer simulation was
accomplished by the Dynamic Simulation Language (DSL) on the
IBM 3 03 3 mainframe computer. Data acquisition was performed
2
using a GWI Instruments MacAdios hardware and software and a
Macintosh 512k computer.
Park [Ref 4] used the Dynamic Simulation Language (DSL)
on the IBM 3 03 3 mainframe computer to design a closed loop
controller for the flexible arm using torque as the control
variable. Using three loading conditions, Park designed a
non-linear, time-variant controller. However for
implementation on a common AT micro-computer, the
computations must be simplified.
B. PURPOSE
The purpose of this study is the implementation of a
dynamic control of a single-link flexible arm and
experimentation with various parameters to study the dynamic
behavior of the control system. The tip position was
determined by the outputs of a potentiometer and a strain
gage. Data acquisition was performed using Data Translation
high speed interface board (DT 2821-F-8DI) . The board
supports sixteen twelve bit A/D input channels and two D/A
output channels and sixteen digital input/output channels
with a maximum usable sampling rate of 130 kilohertz. The
micro-computer used was the standard IBM AT. The support
software (AT-LAB) allowed direct manipulation of the data
acquisition board through the use of provided subroutines
which were compatible with FORTRAN, the language chosen to
implement the controller.
The remainder of this thesis is organized into three
chapters.
1. Chapter II contains the theory behind the system
model
.
2. Chapter III contains the design and implementation
procedure of the controller.
3. Chapter IV presents the results of the closed loop
system compared to the predicted values of the
simulation and a brief comparison with a rigid-
body-model controller. The chapter ends with
conclusions and recommendations.
II. MODEL THEORY AND PLANT DESIGN
A. PHYSICAL PLANT
Petroka built a one (1) meter long flexible arm to
validate the Equivalent Rigid Link System Model. The arm
and the control apparatus are shown in Figures 2 . 1 and 2 .
2
respectively. The arm is flexible in the vertical plane and
stiff in torsion and in the horizontal. The arm is
electrohydraulically driven with a York hydraulic power
unit, the pitch axis of a Berd-Johnson 3-axis Hyd-Ro-Wrist,
a Moog 7 60-100 servovalve with its servocontroller and a
high pressure filter assembly [Ref 2]. The basic
construction of the arm is two thin one (1) meter parallel
steel strips connected by thin steel strips to transverse
steel plates. Loading is accomplished by attaching custom
made .4 53 kg plates to the tip end transverse plate with
four (4) welded studs as shown in Figure 2.3. Table 1 shows
the geometric and mass properties of the flexible arm.
TABLE I. ARM GEOMETRIC AND MASS PROPERTIES
Parameter Value Unit
Arm length 0.9985 m
Beam thickness 0.003175 m
Beam Width 0.0762 m
Distance between 0.05715 m
each beam
Arm mass 4.8565 kg,
Modulus of 2.0E11 N/nT
elasticity
Density 7861.05 kg/m 3
(per unit volume)

















































B. EQUIVALENT RIGID LINK SYSTEM FOR A SINGLE-LINK ARM
The ERLS separates the motion of the flexible link system
into a large rigid body motion and a small motion
displacement due to the arm's flexibility. The ERLS defines
the large motion of a single-link flexible manipulator. The
small motion is then described relative to the ERLS. Figure
2.4 is the schematic diagram for a single flexible link.
Figure 2.4
X = Inertia frame coordinate
Y = Inertia frame coordinate
x = Local frame coordinate
y = Local frame coordinate
V/L = Deflection angle
9 = Large angle
Three generalized coordinates are used to describe the
large joint variable (6) , the tip deflection V(0) and tip
slope <S(0). The large motion joint variable (9), is the
angle between the ERLS and the horizontal axis of the
inertial coordinate system. V(0) is the tip deflection
measured from the ERLS defined position. 5(0) is the tip
9
slope defined in terms of the local coordinates for the
ERLS. Homogeneous transformations are applied to a point
along the arm to obtain the point* s absolute position.
Since the displacements of each point along the arm is a
function of location and time, the deformations must be
discretized in terms of the generalized coordinates in order
to take advantage of Lagrange x s equation. Discretization
was accomplished by the technique of the Finite Element
Method (FEM) [Ref 2]. Once the kinematic relationships
between the large and small motions are described, the
kinetics are introduced to complete the derivation of the
equations of motion.
Due to its systematic approach, the Lagrangian dynamics
approach is used to derive te equations of motion. The
total kinetic energy is comprised of the individual kinetic
energies of the link, actuator, and any applied forces. The
total potential energy of the system is comprised of the
elastic strain energy of the link and the potential energy
due to gravity. Generalized forces are made up of any
applied forces and damping forces. Through mathematical
manipulations and simplifications, two sets of coupled non-
linear equations are derived. One set describes the large
motion and the other set describes the small motions.
10
These equations describe large motion and small motion
respectively
;
M_ 6* + M V = F + Torque (2.1)
qq qn q *» v '
Mm 6 + Mnn V + K V = Fn (2.2)nq n n * '
where
M = lxl coupled effective inertia matrix for
large motions.
M = 1x2 coupled inertia matrix of
the small motion effect on
large motions.
M = 2x1 coupled inertia matrix of
the large motion effect on
the small motions.





= 2x2 stiffness matrix for
small motions.
F = lxl load vector for large
motions
e = generalized coordinate of the
large motions.
V = 2x1 generalized coordinates
of the small motions.
The assumptions applied for this research are that;
a. Axial and torsional deformations are negligible.
b. The tip displacements are small thereby,




The actual slope is also assumed to be negligible.
Thus, only the tip deformation V is the only generalized
coordinate being used for small motion calculations. Based
on these assumptions all the coefficient matrices of the
non-linear, coupled, second order ordinary differential
equations are reduced to lxl matrices. The total motion of
the arm tip is represented by;
$ = e + v/L (2.4)
$ = e + V/L (2.5)
'& = 8 + V/L (2.6)
For a more detailed derivation of the equations of motions
see [Ref 4]
.
C. SHAPE FUNCTION DERIVATION
Modelling the beam as a continuous Euler-Bernoulli
cantilever beam, a natural-mode shape function was used to
present the flexural motion of the single-link flexible arm
[Ref 4]. The transverse displacement, u{x,t}, for a single-
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A',. =(sin/9j L + sinh^jL)/ (2.9)
(cos/3 . L + cosh/? . L)
In this research, the shape function n is reduced to a 3x1
matrix after having truncated the slope function. And the
3x1 displacement vector d is

























C, = 2/3 2/{4 A», 2 - 4 A' 2 0, }
C
2
= 20/(4 A', (3 2 - 4 A' 2 /? 1 }
D. HYDRAULIC ACTUATION
The single-link flexible manipulator uses electro-
hydraulic actuation to drive the plant. The applied current
is transformed to an output torque which positions the arm.
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The hydraulic dynamics is represented by
the dynamics of the
servovalve and actuator. The manufacturer
of the servo-
valve, Moog, simplified the servo-valve
dynamics into a
single equation (equation 2.11) [Ref 5].
Q=I*WPV f 2 - 11 '
where
q= Flow delivered from servovalve.
I = Input current
K = Valve sizing constant, which contributes











The continuity equation supplemented by the torque
output equation yields the actuator dynamics. [Ref 6]









Q = Flow delivered to the actuator.
Dm*e= Flow causing actuator rotation.
0e = Effective bulk modulus of the fluid.
V
t
= Total compressed volume including





/(40e) = Compressibility flow.
Td = Torque required to overcome inertia




= Leaking flow in the actuator










The controller is designed and implemented on a micro-
computer which had limited capabilities in both computation
speed and power. This suggests that any simplifications or
refinements to the proposed non-linear, time variant,
coupled equations of motion would be beneficial to the
successs of implementing a controller. Without the
simplifications more calculations would be needed to compute
the coefficients which are used to design the controller.
This would increase the time needed between system updates
in order to compute and finally transmit a control signal.
If the control signal is delayed too long the controller may
not be able to keep up with the system.
First, the coefficients in the equations of motion were
evaluated by running the simulation program developed by
Park [Ref 4]. It was discovered that over a large range of
values for the total angle ($) (from to 1 radian) , that
the coefficients could be considered either constant or to
be a direct function of the large angle. This greatly
simplified the equations from being non-linear to becoming
linear equations. And due to the constancy of the
coefficients, the equations become time invariant. This
simplification suggested using the State Space Method for
designing the controller.
16
Beginning with the system equations 2.1 and 2.2 and
eliminating V;
Mqq* + °( Fn "Mnq*"^) "Fq = Torque (3.1)
where
D=(Mqn
-VL»/^ " MVL ) ^'^
Now combining terms results in a short form equation;
N$ + Fc($,4,V,V) = Torque (3.3)
where
N = If -D*Mno (3.4)qq nq v '
Fc($,§,V / V)= D*Fn -F -D*Kn*V (3.5)
N was found to approximate a constant value while Fc was
found to approximate a linear function of the total angle
(*) , Figures 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. Equation 3.5 was
converted using these approximations into Equation 3.6;
N** + E*$ = Torque - F (3.6)
with
E,F = Constant coefficients
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Equation 3.6 was then transformed into the State Space
variable format of





U = Torque - F = The control input.
A = 2x2 Matrix
B = 2x1 Matrix
X = 2x1 State Variable Matrix
C = 1x2 Matrix
Table III has the values of the coefficient matrices for
each trial mass.
TABLE III. STATE SPACE CONTINUOUS TIME COEFFICIENTS'









The problem for the purposes of controller design has been
converted to a linear, time invariant problem.
2G
B. SELECTION OF A SAMPLING RATE
The selection of the proper sampling rate greatly
influences whether a successful controller can be designed.
Sampling is necessary because input values are obtained by
the computer at specified times either as functions of the
computer clock or a function of the control program.
Some of the considerations when selecting a sampling rate
are;
1. The minimum time required for the D/A and
A/D conversions.
2. The amount of control effort desired.
3. The required time to complete all control
computations
The sampling rate must not be too low for it may give rise
to aliasing or frequency folding. Aliasing and frequency
folding describe the same phenomenon. This occurs if the
sampling rate is not greater than twice the maximum system
frequency. The frequencies which are greater than half the
sampling frequency then "fold" upon themselves becoming
additive in nature giving rise to an enhanced signal. If an
arbitrarily high sample rate is chosen then the physical
limitations imposed by the micro-computer and data
acquisition hardware must be considered. Therefore, a
trade-off is normally made. Shannon's Sampling Theorem
states that any signal whose highest frequency F can be
reconstructed if the sampling rate is twice F .
21
However, for control purposes, this sampling rate is
generally too low. Astrom and Wittenmark suggested using
six (6) to ten (10) times the system frequency bandwidth
[Ref 8]. Initially, the sampling period was chosen as 0.005
seconds of five (5) milli-seconds because it was the fastest
rate in which all necessary conversions and calculations
could be accomplished in one sample period.
The importance of the sampling rate cannot be over-
stressed. A high sampling rate requires greater control
actions which is translated to greater component action that
can lead to early equipment failure. A high sample rate
also increases the chances of exciting higher order
unmodelled system dynamics. So it is very important to
understand the system under consideration in order to decide
how much control is enough and the final choice of a
sampling rate should be the result of that decision.
C. CONTROLLER DESIGN
The controller was designed using the State Space Design
Method coupled with pole placement. The poles were selected
in the continuous time S-domain and converted to the
discrete time Z-domain using;
pd = exp(h*p) (3.9)
where
pd = The Z-domain poles.
p = The S-domain poles.
h = The sampling period.
22
Tu 9 continuous t.me model Equation 2.7 was then
converted to tne discrete time difference Equation 3.10.
X(fc*k + h) = c*X(h*k) + r*U (3.10)
where
a = exp(A*h) (3.11)
^h)dt * B (3.12)f exp(A*]
Table IV contains the coefficient matrices for the trial
masses.
TABLE IV. STATE SPACE DISCRETE TIME MATRIX COEFFICIENTS













Using Equations 3.9, 3.10 and Acker-man' s Equation, a 1x2
matrix of gains K was derived for given pole locations.
From each set of gains, K, the control law was defined as
U(k) = R(k) - K*X(k) (3.13)
where
R(k) = The reference signal.
K = 1x2 matrix = [ Kp Kv]
Kp = The positional gain.
Kv = The velocity gain.
The reference input is composed of the dynamics of the
system, the effects of the zero order hold, the sampling
23
rate and the required state. The derivation of the
reference input follows.
Within some finite number of time steps (k) a system will
reach its required states if the poles and gains are
properly chosen assuming that the system is controllable.
The at time step (k+1) , the state at that time will equal
the state at time(k) multiplied times a time step increment




Equation 3.14 is the Z-transform representation. Taking
the Z-transform of Equation 3.10 and replacing the left hand
side with the left hand side of Equation 3.14 will yield
zX(z) = aX(z) + TU(z) (3.15)
The next step is taking the Z-transform of Equation 3.13
and replacinq U(z) in Equation 3.15 with the right hand side
of the transformed Equation 3.13.
zX(z) = qX(z) + r (Rk(z) - KX(z)) (3.16)
Combining terms and solving for X yields Equation 3.17.
X(z) = [Z*I-(a-r*K) ]' 1 * r*Rk(z) (3.17)
where
I = The identity matrix
The system output is represented by Equation 3.18.
Y(z) = C*X(z) (3.18)
The relationship between the output and the reference is






Y(Z) = C*[Z*I-(cr - r*K)]-l * T*Rk(z) (3.19)









= The required output.






Y(z) - Yr = (3.24)
Equation 3.2 4 assumes that the states are fully known and
the model exactly represents the system. In actual practice
Equation 3.24 doesn't equal zero but instead some small
error. However, if the gains are carefully chosen and the
model is a good approximation of the system, the error will
be very small or could be approximated as zero.
H(z) is called the "pulse transfer function" [Ref 8].
It is normally a quotient of two polynomials in z. Even if
this function is stable and' causal, the inverse of the
function may have problems with causality or with stability.
The causality is caused by the numerator having higher order
terms than the denominator. This then requires that future
25
intonation be known regarding the future output of the
system to determine the present input. The problem with
stability may occur if there is a pole that is > 1. The
problem with causality isn't seen since the output chosen is
the final value for a given trajectory. The problem with
stability can be alleviated by selecting a filter which
replaces the unstable pole with stable pole.
Once the reference signal is computed in the complex
frequency domain, it is a simple matter to transforming back
to the discrete time domain by taking the inverse Z-
transform of Equation 3.20. After computing H(z) the
plant's trajectory can be contlled by choosing an
appropriate form of Y
r ,
ie, constant value, linear to
produce a ramp appearance, or a quadratic to produce a
horseshoe effect. In this research the values of Y
r
was
either a constant or linear.
Once the control law was established, the control signal
was determined and converted to a required torque. Since
torque could not be transmitted directly, the equivalent
current was generated using the inverse dynamics relations






Knowing the resistance allowed the computation of an
output voltage which would produce the required current to
actuate the actuator's torque motor. In this control
26
scheme, the value of current was limited to 4 mA to avoid
saturation of the hydraulic actuator controller. The
derived controller was then installed in the simulation
model and tested to insure that it could in fact control the
modelled system. This procedure was repeated until an
adequate controller was found. The values of the gains and
reference signals are found in Table V.








867.2958 847.7606 60.00 -200.81,-16.99
1.3593 252.5000 250.4961 37.00 -22.6, 9.1
D. IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation involved the connection of the
controller to the flexible arm. The full controlling system
consisted of a 512k IBM micro-computer, a Bam-1 amplifier
unit, a strain gage, a potentiometer, a control unit for the
electrohydraulic actuator, and a high speed data acquisition
system. The output from the strain gage was fed to the
Bam-1 for amplification and then sent to the interface
board. This arrangement provided the input for the small
motion V/L.
The output from the potentiometer was fed to the
actuator control box which had a built-in filter to
attenuate any noise on the large motion signal. This signal
was then fed to the interface board and this provided the
large angle input. 27
The angular velocity of the total angle was determined
using a reduced order observer of the form
X(k+l)=(X(k+l)-X(k))/h + (h/2)U(k) (3.27)
with
h = sampling period
U(k) = control input
The interface board was the Data Translation Acquisition
Board DT-2821-F-8DI. The board supports sixteen digital
input/output (I/O) channels, sixteen twelve bit analog to
digital (A/D) input channels and two twelve bit digital to
analog (D/A) output channels. The analog channels are
capable of being configured as unipolar, or bipolar, single
end or differential. The maximum useful sampling rate is
130 kilohertz.
The control sequence was then measured to ensure that it
was less than the sampling rate. Three basic programs were
used to design the controller and then to control the plant.
The program PTOM DSL (Appendix A) was used to run
simulations of the system. The program FPOINT.FOR
(Appendix B) was used to establish point to point control.
The program TRAJ.FOR (Appendix C) was used to establish
trajectory control.
28
IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. GENERAL COMMENTS
As part of the research, a sampling rate, which could
provide the requisite control yet would minimize the control
effort without attempting to design an optimal controller, is
to be determined. The adopted method was to use the highest
sampling rate feasible to design the controller which would
require the higher gains and then to adjust the sampling
rate downward until the lowest value of the required torque
was achieved while retaining the control accuracy. Also it
was desired to stay within the band of the suggested
sampling rate of six to ten times a desired system
frequency. The desired system frequency was between two to
three times the arm's natural frequency to ensure a good
response. This was accomplished in the design process by
the choice of poles selected. It was found that at 50 Hz,
the control effort or torque was cut approximately by 1/3 of
the value required at 200 Hz for a zero loading condition as
noted in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Base on this, all further
trials were conducted at 50 Hz. However, it was found later
that in order to maintain control of the 1.36 kg load
during a series of ramps and step inputs it was necessary to
increase the sampling rate to 100 Hz.
During the execution of the testing, it was noticed that
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after the arm had reached its required position. After
analysis, it was found that since the small angle signal was
of such small magnitude (>0.1 volt), that the signal was
dominated by noise with frequencies above 3 Hz . This
problem was alleviated by installing a digital filter
designed using Tustin's bilinear rule [Ref 8]. This is
where the true power of the Equivalent Rigid Link System
came into play. It allowed the control of the system while
the search for the proper cutoff frequency was being
conducted. It basically allowed the isolation of the small
angle from the control circuitry and easily facilitated the
monitoring of the signal using the control program.
Initially 10 Hz was tried as the cutoff frequency, however
noise still dominated the signal and at some point the
amplitude would begin to grow. The arm's natural frequency
was computed as approximately 2 Hz and a cutoff frequency of
3 Hz was selected. An example of a dirty signal is shown in
Figure 4.3 and a "clean" signal is shown in Figure 4.4.
B. POINT TO POINT CONTROL
This scenario has the arm follow a travel command from a
starting point to a finishing point via response to a step
input. During this scenario the effect of varying the
sampling rates and control gains were tested on the zero
load case while expecting similar results at higher weights
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were 2 00 Hz, 100 Hz and 50 Hz along with two different sets
of gain. The required output in all testing was one radian
in order to remain consistant with previous research. The
value of the gains and S-domain poles are in Table VI. Both
sets of gains produce the same trend of the effect which
sampling rate has on the steady state error.
TABLE VI. GAINS
SET KP KV POLES
1 845.76 60.00 -200.8,-16.9
2 411.8 33.00 -42.4,-28.6
Figures 4.5 through 4.7 show the results generated by using
the gains of set 1. It is seen that for the higher sampling
rates small amplitude cycling about the final position
occurs. It appears that while the higher modes of
vibrations has been successfully filtered out their coupling
with the fundamental mode is being activated at the higher
sampling rates. However, the effect is even more pronounced
at higher loads as demonstrated by Figure 4.8. It appears
that lower frequency model coupling excitations occur at the
loaded conditions.
C. TRAJECTORY CONTROL
In trajectory control the same gains and reference
signals were used as in the point to point control portion
































































































































































































of the research. What has been added is that the inputs are
a combination of ramp and step inputs. What is seen
immediately is that for the zero loading case the simulated
value and the actual value was in close agreement as shown
in Figure 4.9. In both loading conditions the plant
responded to the commands and followed the trajection with
the 1.3 6 kg load enjoying a slightly better steady state
error as seen in Figure 4.10.
D. THE PAYOFF OF THE FLEXIBLE-BODY-MODEL
Previous research suggested that the flexible-body-model
would allow higher speeds, larger loads, and smaller
required torques for a flexible manipulator. A modest
attempt has been made to see if these advantages are
realized with a single-link manipulator. Using the
flexible-body-controller and designing a controller using
rigid body assumptions, their performance were compared in
the areas of steady state error and required torques at
and 1.3 6 Kg loads. The design of the rigid-body-controller
follows.












= The moment of inertia of the rotor.
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= The moment of inertia of the load.










m = Mass of the arm and load.
g = Gravitational constant.
L = Length of the arm.
Y
r
= The required output.
It is seen that the steady state errors are comparable in
Figure 4.11 for the load condition. Also notice that the
flexible-body-model control displayed a faster settling
time. However, there is clear evidence that the maximum
required torque is approximately 1/3 lower for the flexible-
body-model as seen in Figure 4.12. The comparison of the
steady state error at the 1.3 6 Kg loading shows clearly that
for the same set of poles with equivalent gains that the
rigid-body- model is totally inadequate for that loading
condition as shown in Figure 4.13. The comparison of
required torque at 1.3 6 Kg loading again shows that the




The system is highly sensitive to noise. The entire system,
arm controller and actuator must be isolated from both input and
output noises. Some methods for accomplishing noise isolations
are;




Measurement eguipment and computer should be moved as far
as possible from the hydraulic pump.
The system is highly reactive to mode coupling at higher
sampling rates.
As predicted by control theory steady state error decreased
with increasing gains.
The operating freguency of the system was between 1.5 to 4
times the natural freguency of the arm. The bandwidth explored
for the load case was from 5.6 Hz to 9.5 Hz. The bandwidth for
the 1.3 6 Kg was 2.3 Hz.
The results of the comparison between the rigid body mode
controller and the flexible body model controller are;
1. With increasing loads and at eguivalent gains, the
rigid-body-model has an increasing steady state error.
2 The rigid-body-model reguired much more torgue than the
flexible-body-model without providing greater control.
It appears that the results obtain points toward the
results of the previous research. However, caution must be
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F. RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that;
1. The effects of modal coupling be studied to build a more
robust controller.
2. Due to the system's non-linearities, the effects of
imposing saturation limits on the arm should be studied.
3
.
The state space model be expanded to four states with
four feedback controls, two states representing the
large angle position and velocity and two states
representing the small angle position and velocity.
This will allow direct control over the small motion
component.
4 Extend the present study of the flexible manipulators to
include a double-link flexible arm and conduct a more
thorough comparison between a flexible-body-model
controller and a rigid-body-model controller.
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APPENDIX A




CONST GKV=2.0 ,GKP=1. 00 ,DEA=1. 0,RK=867. 24828 ,TAU=0. 020
* THESIS COPY
* SIMULATION OF SINGLE LINK FLEXIBLE MANIPULATOR DYNAMICS
* THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE ERLS FLEXIBLE MANIPULATOR DYNAMICS FOR A
* SINGLE LINK EXPERIMENTAL ARM. THE EXPERIMENTAL ARM PARAMETERS ARE
* INPUTTED AND THE HYDRAULIC ACTUATION DYNAMICS ARE INCLUDED IN THE
* SIMULATION. THE INPUT IS THE CURRENT TO THE SERVOVALVE MOUNTED ON
* THE HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR AND THE OUTPUT IS THE POSITION OF THE ARM
* TIP IN THE GLOBAL REFERENCE SYSTEM. THE CODING CONSISTS OF A MAIN
* PROGRAM AND FIFTEEN SUBROUTINES AND ARE DESCRIBED BELOW.
* THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE DEFINED:
1. A-EFFECTIVE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF FLEXIBLE ARM
* 2.ARRDD-3X3 SECOND TIME DERIVATIVE OF ROTOR RESIDUAL ACCELERATION
* MATRIX
* 3.ARTH-3X3 ROTOR TRANSFORMATION MATRIX DIFFERENTIATED WITH RESPECT
* TO THETA
* 4.BE-EFFECTIVE BULK MODULUS OF FLUID
* 5.BIGF-3X1 RIGHT-HAND SIDE VECTOR FOR LARGE AND SMALL MOTION
* ACCELERATIONS
* 6. BIGM-3X3 MATRIX OF LARGE AND SMALL MOTION ACCELERATION
* COEFFICIENTS
* 7.CTN-TOTAL LEAKAGE COEFFICIENT OF THE ACTUATOR
* 8.DEFM-DISPLACEMENT DEFORMATION VARIABLE
* 9.DEFMD-TIME DERIVATIVE OF DISPLACEMENT DEFORMATION VARIABLE
* 10. D IFF,QERR,QERR1, FACTOR -DUMMY VARIABLES
* 11.DL1-3X3 DEFORMATION MATRIX
* 12.DL11-3X3 DEFORMATION MATRIX DIFFERENTIATED WITH RESPECT TO THE
* DISPLACEMENT DEFORMATION VARIABLE
* 13.DL12-3X3 DEFORMATION MATRIX DIFFERENTIATED WITH RESPECT TO THE
* SLOPE DEFORMATION VARIABLE
* 14.DL1D-3X3 FIRST TIME DERIVATIVE OF DEFORMATION MATRIX
* 15. DM -ACTUATOR DISPLACEMENT
* 16.E-MODULUS OF ELASTICITY OF STEEL
* 17.FN-2X1 RIGHT-HAND SIDE VECTOR FOR SMALL MOTION ACCELERATIONS
* 18.FQ-RIGHT-HAND SIDE FOR LARGE MOTION ACCELERATIONS
* 19.G-3X1 GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION VECTOR
* 20.GPOS-3X1 GLOBAL POSITION VECTOR FOR ARM TIP
* 21.H11-1X3 LINK FIRST MOMENT OF INERTIA VECTOR
* 22.H21-2X3 LINK SHAPE MATRIX FIRST MOMENT OF INERTIAVECTOR
* 23.H41-1X3 LOAD FIRST MOMENT OF INERTIA VECTOR
* 24.KCE-T0TAL FLOW PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
* 25. PL-LOAD HYDRAULIC PRESSURE DROP
* 26. PS -HYDRAULIC SUPPLY PRESSURE
27.QL-FLOW DELIVERED FROM THE SERVOVALVE
VARIABLE
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* 29. SLOPD-TIME DERIVATIVE OF SLOPE DEFORMATION VARIABLE
* 30. S0L-3X1 VECTOR OF LARGE AND SiMALL MOTION ACCELERATIONS
* 31. TE -TORQUE EFFICIENCY
* 32.TH-LARGE MOTION POSITION VARIABLE
* 33.THD-TIME DERIVATIVE OF LARGE MOTION VARIABLE
* 34. TORQUE -APPLIED TORQUE BY ACTUATOR
* 35.U-2X1 ARM TIP DEFORMATION VECTOR INCLUDING DISPLACEMENT AND SLOPE
* 36. UD-2X1 ARM TIP DEFORMATION VECTOR DIFFERENTIATED WITH RESPECT TO
* TIME
* 37.VT-TOTAL COMPRESSED VOLUME INCLUDING ACTUATOR LINES AND CHAMBERS
* 38.W-3X3 LINK TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
* 39.WD-3X3 FIRST TIME DERIVATIVE OF LINK TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
* 40.VRDD-3X3 SECOND TIME DERIVATIVE OF LINK RESIDUAL ACCELERATION
* MATRIX
* 41.WTH-3X3 TRANSFORMATION MATRIX DIFFERENTIATED WITH RESPECT TO
* THETA
* 42.XIFRAC-VARIABLE FRACTIONAL AMOUNT OF INPUT CURRENT TO SERVO-
* VALVE
* 43.XIINP-CURRENT INPUT EQUAL TO INITIAL AND FRACTIONAL AMOUNTS
* 44.XIL-3X3 INERTIA MATRIX OF THE LOAD
* 45.XI0-INITIAL INPUT CURRENT TO SERVOVALVE
* 46.XIR-3X3 ROTOR INERTIA MATRIX
* 47.XISTEP-STEP INPUT OF FRACTIONAL AMOUNT OF INPUT CURRENT
* 48.XK11-2X2 PARTIAL LINK STIFFNESS MATRIX
49.XKN-2X2 LINK STIFFNESS MATRIX
* 50. XKV-SERVOVALVE SIZING CONSTANT
* 51.XLL-LENGTH OF FLEXIBLE ARM
* 52. XML-MASS OF LOAD
* 53.XMNN-2X2 COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF SMALL MOTION ACCELERATIONS IN THE
* SMALL MOTION DYNAMIC EQUATIONS
* 54.XMNQ-2X1 COEFFICIENT VECTOR OF LARGE MOTION ACCELERATIONS IN THE
SMALL MOTION DYNAMIC EQUATIONS
* 55.XMQN-1X2 COEFFICIENT VECTOR OF SMALL MOTION ACCELERATIONS IN THE
* LARGE MOTION DYNAMICS EQUATION
* 56.XMQQ-COEFFICIENT OF LARGE MOTION ACCELERATION IN THE LARGE MOTION
* DYNAMICS EQUATION
57.XMQQP-2X2 DUMMY MATRIX FOR USE IN FORMULATING THE EQUATIONS OF
* MOTION
* 58.XMR-MASS OF ACTUATOR ROTOR
* 59.XMU-MASS DENSITY OF STEEL FLEXIBLE ARM
* 60.XMX-FIRST MOMENT OF LOAD WITH RESPECT TO THE LOCAL COORDINATE
* Y AXIS
* 61. XXI -VARIABLE REPRESENTING INERTIA-LIKE LOAD PROPERTY
* 62. YYI-VARIABLE REPRESENTING INERTIA-LIKE LOAD PROPERTY
* 63.ZI-AREA MOMENT OF INERTIA OF FLEXIBLE ARM
*
* INITIAL VALUES OF PARAMETERS ARE INPUTTED VIA XINIT SUBROUTINE
INITIAL
D DIMENSION U( 1 ) ,XMQQ( 1) ,XMQQP( 1 ) ,DL1(3,3) ,WTH(3 ,3) ,ARTH(3,3)
,
D #XIR(3,3),XMQN(1 ),UD(1 ) ,H11( 1,3) ,G( 3, 1) ,H21( 1,3)
,
D #WRDD(3,3),DL1D(3,3),WD(3,3),ARRDD(3,3),H41(1,3),XK11(1 ),
D # XMNQU ),W(3,3),XMNN(1 ),XKN(1 ),FN(1 ),BIGM(2,2),
D #BIGF(2,1),XIL(3,3),DL11(3,3),DEFMD(1),S0L(2),THD(1),
D # A(1),E(1),ZI(1) ,FQ(l),GPOS(3),XITH(l),
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D #XMU( 1) ,XLL( 1) ,XML( 1) ,XMR( 1) ,XMX( 1) ,TH( 1) , TORQUE ( n ,DEFM( 1)
,
D #PS(1), CTM(1),VT(1),BE(1),DM(1),XKV(1),TE(1),
D #QL( 1) ,PL( 1) ,DIFF( 1) ,XIINP( 1) ,QERR1( 1) ,QERR( 1) ,FACTOR( 1) ,XISTEP( 1)
,


















XMU , XLL , XML , XMR , XMX , TH , TORQUE , DEFM , ...
PS, CTM,VT,BE,DM,XKV,TE, ...
QL, PL, DIFF,XIINP,QERR1,QERR, FACTOR, XISTEP, . . .




CALL XINIT(TH,THD,DEFM,DEFMD , VO,POSO, A,XML,XMU, . . .
XLL,XMR,E,ZI,PS ,CTM,VT,BE,DM,XKV,TE,QL, . . .
PL,PLIC, DEIC)




* COEFFICIENTS FOR BOTH LARGE AND SMALL MOTION ACCELERATIONS
* AND THE RIGHT-HAND SIDES ARE COMPUTED IN THE FOLLOWING
* SUBROUTINES. ALSO, THE HYDRAULIC DYNAMICS ARE INCLUDED












QERR( 1)=QERR1( 1)/CTM( 1)
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DIFF(1)=QERR(1)-PL(1)






PL( 1)=PL1( l)/FACTOR( 1)
TORQUE ( 1)=TE( 1)*PL( 1)*DM( 1)
* TORQUE(l)=DETO(l)
* TORQU=TORQUE(l)
* MATRIX AND VECTOR FORMULATION SUBROUTINE
CALL FORM(W,VvTH,VD,DLl J DLlD,XIL,XIR,ARTH,WRDD,ARRDD,U,UD ) . . .
XMQQP,G,H11,H21,DL11, H41,XK11,A,XMU,XML,XLL,TH,THD, . . .
DEFM,DEFMD ,E ,ZI ,XMR,XMX )
TPl=TORQUE(l)
*
* COEFFICIENT OF LARGE MOTION ACCELERATION IN LARGE MOTION DYNAMICS
* EQUATION SUBROUTINE
*
CALL XLMMQQ(XMQQ,U,XMQQP,DL1,WTH,ARTH,XIL,XIR,A,XMU,TH 5 SP,.. .
DEFM,MQQ1,TP)
T6=TP
* COEFFICIENTS OF SMALL MOTION ACCELERATIONS IN LARGE MOTION DYNAMICS
* EQUATION SUBROUTINE
>>.
CALL XLMMQN(XMQN,A,XMU,XML,XLL,XMX, DEFM )
* RIGHT-HAND SIDE FOR LARGE MOTION DYNAMICS EQUATION SUBROUTINE
CALL XLMFQ(FQ.U,XMQQP,DL1,WTH,ARTH,XIL,XIR,UD,H11,G,H21,WRDD,. . .
DL1D,WD,ARRDD,H41,TH,THD,DEFM,DEFMD, A,XMU,XML,XLL, . . .
TORQUE ,FTT)
* LINK STIFFNESS MATRIX SUBROUTINE
CALL SMKN(XKN,XK11,XMQQP,A,XMU,THD)
* COEFFICIENTS OF LARGE MOTION ACCELERATION IN SMALL MOTION
* DYNAMICS EQUATIONS SUBROUTINE
•>v
*
CALL SMMNQ(XMNQ,DL1,WTH,XIL,DL11, W,TH,DEFM ,A,XMU,
XLL)
MNQ=XMNQ(1)
* RIGHT-HAND SIDE OF SMALL MOTION DYNAMICS EQUATIONS SUBROUTINE
CALL SMFN(FN,H21,W,G,WRDD,DL1,XIL,DL11 ,WD,DL1D,H41,TH,. .
.
THD,DEFM,DEFMD )










* LINEAR EQUATION SOLVER FOR ACCELERATIONS SUBROUTINE
v*
CALL XLEQ(BIGM,BIGF,SOL)




* INTEGRATE ACCELERATIONS AND THEN VELOCITY TO GET LARGE MOTION


































TAG =P01 +P02/0. 9985D0




DETO( l)=RK+3. 9595*P01-51. 2915-VE1
DETO( 1)=1. 66898*( -70. 00*VE1+1225*( l-P01))+23. 7854*SIN(P01)





DEPL( 1)=BET0( 1)/(TE( 1)*DM( 1)
)
DI(1)=VT(1)-(DEPL(1)- PL(l))/(4. 0D0*BE(1)*0. 006D0)
DEQ(1)=DM(1)*THD(1) +CTM( 1)*DEPL( 1) +DI(1)
DEFP = (PS(1)- DEPL(l))











IF(DEIC(1) .GT. 4. 0D0) DEIC( 1)=4. 0D0








*ARAM GKV=4. 00 , GKP=4. 00
*ND
*ARAM GKV=8. 00 , GKP=16. 00
*RAPH (G1,DE=TEK618) TIME(UN=SEC) ,LA(LO=-0. 12 ,SC=0. 15) , . . .
* S(LO=-0. 12,SC=0. 15)
-ABEL (Gl) LOAD=0.0000 KG
*RAPH (G2,DE=TEK618) TIME(UN=SEC) ,TAG,TAG1
*ABEL (G2) LOAD=0. 0000 KG
*RAPH (G3,DE=TEK618)TIME,DEA
*ABEL (G3) LOAD=0. 0000 KG
*RAPH (G4,DE=TEK618)TIME(UN=SEC) ,TAG(UN=RAD)
-ABEL (G4) LOAD=0. 0000 KG
*RAPH (G5,DE=TEK618) TIME(UN=SEC) ,CU(UN=MA) ,TORK(UN=N-M)
*ABEL (G5) LOAD=0. OOOOKG
*RAPH (G1 S DE=TEK618) TAG1,T5




* LISTING OF SUBROUTINES
FORTRAN
*
SUBROUTINE XINITC TH , THD , DEFM , DEFMD , VO , POSO , A , ML , MU , LL , MR
,
#E,ZI,PS, CTM,VT,BE,DM,KV,TE,QL,PL,PLIC,DEIC)
REAL-8 V0(2),P0S0(2), ML, MU,LL,MR,TH, THD, DEFM, DEFMD,
#A,E,ZI,ITORQ,PS, CTM,VT,BE,DM,KV,TE,QL,PL,PLIC,























































DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SIX(X)
* REAL*8 C1,A1P,BETA1
* C0MM0N/FCDATA/C1,A1P,BETA1







* DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION EIGHT(X)
* REAL* 8 C1,A1P,BETA1
* C0MM0N/FCDATA/C1,A1P,BETA1
(C1*BETA1*BETA1*(A1P*(-C0S








DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ONE(X)
REAL*8 C1,C2, A1P, A2P ,BETA1 ,BETA2
COMMON/FCDATA/Cl,C2 ,A1P,A2P,BETA1 ,BETA2
ONE= C1*(A1P*(C0S(BETA1*X)+C0SH












( SIN( BETA2*X)+SINH( BETA2*X) ) ) ) -
RETO-j:
I:::






(SIN( BETA2*X)+SINH( BETA2*X) ) ) )+
X*(C1*(A1P*(C0S(BETA1*X)+C0SH
(BETA1*X) )+(SIN ' BETA1*X)+SINH(BETA1*X) ) )+
C2*(A2P*(C0S(BETA2*X)4C0SH(BETA2*X) )+
( SIN(BETA2*X)+SINH( BETA2*X) ) )
)
RETURN
double precision function eight(x)
real*8 c1,c2, a1p,a2p,beta1,beta2
common pcdata c1,c2, a1p,a2p,beta1,beta2
eight= (ci*betai*betai*(aip*(-cos
(BETA1*X +C0SH(BETA1*X))+(-SIN(BETA1^X)-SINH;BZTA: X ') J-
C2 EETA2 EETA2^A2P^-C0S(BETA2*X)+COSH(BETA2*X))+
(-SIN BETA2*X)+SINH BETA2*X) ) ) )**2
RETURN
WTH ,WD ,DL1 ,DL1E , X I L , X I R . A7.TH . VTRETJ , ARRDD , U . UT .











. the . defm . defmd
,
« E,ZI,MR,MX )
































WD( 2 , 2)=-DSIN(TH)*THD
WD( 2 , 3)=-DCOS(TH)*THD
WD ( 3
, 1 ) =LL- DC S ( TH ) ••THD
WD(3,2)=DCOS(TH)*THD
WD(3,3)=-DSIN(TH)»THD








* DL1(3,2)= 1. 378573350D0-DEFM
DL1(3,2)=0. 00000*DEFM














































WRDD( 2 , l)=-LL*DCOS(TH)*(THD**2
)
















































REAL*8 XMQQ.UT ,P ,DL1T( 3,3) ,WTHT(3 ,3) ,ARTHT( 3 ,3) ,P1(3,3)
REAL- 8 P2(3,3),P3(3,3),P4(3,3),P5(3,3),P6(3,3),P7(3,3),MU
REAL*8 U ,XMQQP ,DL1(3,3) ,WTH( 3 , 3) ,ARTH( 3,3) ,XIL( 3 , 3)






CALL MATMUL( UT , XMQQP , L , L , L , P
)
CALL MATMUL(P,U,L,L,L,SP)
CALL TRANS (DL1,DL IT, N,N)

















SUBROUTINE XLMMQN(XMQN, A,MU,ML,LL,MX ,DEFM









SUBROUTINE XLMFQ(FQ,U,XMQQP,DL1 ,WTH,ARTH,XIL,XIR,UD,H11 ,G,H21
,
//WRDD , DL1D , WD , ARRDD , H4 1 , TH , THD , DEFM , DEFMD
,
A , MU , ML , LL
,
//TORQUE, FTT)
REAL*8 FQP ,P ,P1( 1,3) ,P2( 1 ,3) ,P3( 1 ,3) ,P4(3,3) ,P5(3 ,3)
REAL*8 P6(3,3),P7(3,3),P8(3,3),P9(3,3),P10(3,3),P11(1,3),P12(1,3)
REAL*8 FPFH(3,3),FHP(3,3),FPT(3,3),DL1DT(3,3),WDT(3,3),ARRDDT(3,3)
REAL*8 UT ,DL1TC3,3),WRDDT(3 3 3),FPF(3,3),FPS(3,3),WTHT(3,3)
REAL*8 U ,XMQQP ,DL1(3,3) ,WTH( 3,3) , ARTH( 3 ,3) ,XIL( 3, 3)
REAL*8 XIR(3,3),UD ,H11( 1 ,3) ,G(3, 1) ,H21( 1 ,3) ,WRDD(3 ,3)
REAL*8 DL1D(3,3),WD(3,3),ARRDD(3,3),H41(1,3),MU,LL,ML
REAL*8 A , TORQUE , FQ , TH , THD , DEFM , DEFMD















CALL TRANS (DL1,DL IT, N,N)
CALL TRANS (WRDD,WRDDT,N,N)
CALL MATMULC WTH , DL1 , N , N , N , P4
)
CALL MATMULC P4 , XIL , N , N , N , P5
)
CALL MATMULC P5 , DL1T , N , N , N , P6




CALL MATMULC WTH, DL1,N,N,N,P7)
CALL MATMUL(P7,XIL,N,N,N,P8)
CALL MATMULC P8,DL1DT,N,N,N,P9)
CALL MATMULC P9 , WDT , N , N , N , FPS


























SUBROUTINE SMMNQ(XMNQ,DL1,WTH,XIL,DL11, W,TH,DEFM ,A,MU,
#LL)
REAL-8 XMNQ ,DL11T( 3 , 3) ,WT( 3 , 3) ,P1( 3 , 3) ,P2( 3 , 3)
REALMS P3(3,3),P4(3,3) ,DL1(3 , 3) ,WTH( 3 , 3) ,XIL( 3 , 3)
REAL-'S W(3,3),DL11(3,3), TH,DEFM ,A,MU,LL
REAL*8 C1,A1P,BETA1,TFP1
REAL- 8 SIX, 111 ,C2,A2P,BETA2
EXTERNAL SIX













* XMNQ =TFP1 + (I11*A*MU) -(A*MU*0. 05*1. 378573)










REAL*8 FN ,P1( 1 ,3) ,P2( 3 ,3) ,P3(3 ,3) ,P4(3,3) ,P5(3,3) ,P6(3 ,3)
REAL*8 P7(3,3),P8(3,3),P9(3,3)
REAL*8 P14(1,3),P15(1,3) ,TP ,FP ,SP
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REAL*8 FN1(3,3) ,G( 3 , 1) ,H21( 1 , 3) ,WRDD( 3 , 3) ,DL1D( 3 , 3)
REAL*8 WD(3,3),H41(1,3),XIL(3,3),W(3,3),DL11(3,3)
REAL*8 DL1(3,3),DL11T(3,3) ,WT(3,3)












CALL MATMULC WD , DL1D , N , N , N , P6
)
CALL MATMULC P6,XIL,N,N,N , P7
)
CALL MATMULC P7 , DL1 IT , N , N , N , P8
)









CALL TRACE ( FN1,N,TFN1)
SP =TFN1
CALL MATMULC H4 1 , DL1 IT, L,N,N,P 14)
CALL MATMULC P14,VT,L,N,N,P15)
CALL MATMULC P 15, G,L,N,L,FN3)
TP =FN3
FN =FP - SP + TP
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SMMNN( XMNN , XMQQP , ML , A , MU
REALMS XMNN , XMQQP ,ML,MU,A
* DO 10 1=1,2
* DO 20 J=l,2







* DO 30 1=1,2
* DO 40 J=l,2








































* MATRIX ADDITION SUBROUTINE
*












REAL*8 BIGM(2,2),BIGF(2,1),XMQN ,XMNQ ,XMNN ,XKN





































SUBROUTINE CCO(XMQQ,XMQN,XMNN,XMNQ ) FTT,FN J XKN J DEFM,CTB,FCO,FCl
,
#DEFMD)


















PURPOSE LINEAR EQUATION SOLUTION - FULL STORAGE










- CALL LEQT2F ( A,M,N, IA,B, IDGT,WKAREA, IER)
A - INPUT MATRIX OF DIMENSION N BY N CONTAINING
THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF THE EQUATION
AX = B.
M - NUMBER OF RIGHT-HAND SIDES. (INPUT)
N - ORDER OF A AND NUMBER OF ROWS IN B. (INPUT)
IA - ROW DIMENSION OF A AND B EXACTLY AS SPECIFIED
IN THE DIMENSION STATEMENT IN THE CALLING
PROGRAM. (INPUT)
B - INPUT MATRIX OF DIMENSION N BY M CONTAINING
THE RIGHT-HAND SIDES OF THE EQUATION AX = B.
ON OUTPUT, THE N BY M MATRIX OF SOLUTIONS
REPLACES B.
IDGT - INPUT OPTION.
IF IDGT IS GREATER THAN 0, THE ELEMENTS OF
A AND B ARE ASSUMED TO BE CORRECT TO IDGT
DECIMAL DIGITS AND THE ROUTINE PERFORMS
AN ACCURACY TEST.
IF IDGT EQUALS 0, THE ACCURACY TEST IS
BYPASSED.
ON OUTPUT, IDGT CONTAINS THE APPROXIMATE
NUMBER OF DIGITS IN THE ANSWER WHICH
WERE UNCHANGED AFTER IMPROVEMENT.
WKAREA - WORK AREA OF DIMENSION GREATER THAN OR EQUAL
TO N---2+3N.
IER - ERROR PARAMETER. (OUTPUT)
WARNING ERROR
IER = 34 INDICATES THAT THE ACCURACY TEST
FAILED. THE COMPUTED SOLUTION MAY BE IN
ERROR BY MORE THAN CAN BE ACCOUNTED FOR
BY THE UNCERTAINTY OF THE DATA. THIS
WARNING CAN BE PRODUCED ONLY IF IDGT IS
GREATER THAN ON INPUT. (SEE THE
CHAPTER L PRELUDE FOR FURTHER DISCUSSION.
)
TERMINAL ERROR
IER = 129 INDICATES THAT THE MATRIX IS
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* ALGORITHMICALLY SINGULAR. (SEE THE
* CHAPTER L PRELUDE).
* IER = 131 INDICATES THAT THE MATRIX IS TOO
* ILL-CONDITIONED FOR ITERATIVE IMPROVEMENT
* TO BE EFFECTIVE.




SUBROUTINE LEQT2F (A,M,N, IA,B, IDGT,WKAREA, IER)
DIMENSION A(IA,1),B(IA,1),WKAREA(1)


















CALL LUDATN (WKAREA,N,N,A, IA, IDGT,D1 ,D2,WKARF:A( J) ,WKAREA(K)
,
* WA.IER)
IF (IER. GT. 128) GO TO 25
IF (IDGT . EQ. .OR. IER . NE. 0) KK = 1
DO 15 I = 1,M
PERFORMS THE ELIMINATION PART OF
AX = B
CALL LUELMN ( A, IA,N,B( 1 , I) ,WKAREA( J) ,WKAREA(MM)
)
REFINEMENT OF SOLUTION TO AX = B
IF (KK .NE. 0)







IF (JER. NE.O) GO TO 20
15 CONTINUE
GO TO 25
20 IER = 131
25 JJ=1
DO 30 J = 1,N




IF (IER .EQ. 0) GO TO 9005
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9000 CONTINUE




* SUBROUTINE DQG4 (IMSL SUBROUTINE)
* PURPOSE
* TO COMPUTE INTEGRAL(FCT(X), SUMMED OVER X FROM XL TO XU)
*
* USAGE
* CALL DQG4 (XL,XU,FCT,Y)
* PARAMETER FCT REQUIRES AN EXTERNAL STATEMENT
* DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
* XL - DOUBLE PRECISION LOWER BOUND OF THE INTERVAL.
* XU - DOUBLE PRECISION UPPER BOUND OF THE INTERVAL.
* FCT - THE NAME OF AN EXTERNAL DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION
* SUBPROGRAM USED.
* Y - THE RESULTING DOUBLE PRECISION INTEGRAL VALUE.
* METHOD
EVALUATION IS DONE BY MEANS OF 4 -POINT GAUSS QUADRATURE
* FORMULA, WHICH INTEGRATES POLYNOMIALS UP TO DEGREE 7
EXACTLY. FOR REFERENCE, SEE
* V. I.KRYLOV, APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OF INTEGRALS,
* MACMILLAN, NEW YORK/LONDON, 1962, PP. 100-111 AND 337-340.
SUBROUTINE DQG4(XL,XU } FCT,Y)
DOUBLE PRECISION XL,XU, Y, A,B ,C,FCT









* SUBROUTINE TKAIN(POS ,LL, THICK, STRANE)
* REAL*8 POS(2),LL,THICK(l),STRANE(l),X
* REAL- 8 C1,A1P,BETA1
* C0MM0N/FCDATA/CI,A1P,BETA1
* X=-LL/2.D0





SUBROUTINE DESCU( DETO , CTB , TAG 1 , TAG , FCO , GKV , GKP , DEA
)









POINT TO POINT CONTROL PROGRAM
12
C I his program is written to establish point to point control
i- Tor the single—link flexible arm.
* i NULUDb : ' A I LDh> b . h UK v
* 1 NbLUUb : » A I LLKKb . h UK
'
KbAb*dVb , N, P 1 b2, PHI D, L, Pb, VV , Bb , DM , C I M , PH IDU I
,




i Hb I A, PHI , I K, P.K, PLDU I
, PL, ft, J. , K, KLl , U,
/ I A <. 1 00 1 .) , HA C 1 00 1 ) , PU 1
,







HbAL*4 KA i b , D 1 . D2
,
KP , KV , HK
1 N I bbbK*^ADbA INS < 1 6 ) , ADbHAN (.lb.i, 1 bUNI- i b <. 1 b .> ,
/bDbViD, blJbV^ Lb, bUAN, DAVAb , DAVAb^.', Y, S I A I Ub,
/PH i DU
,
L>A <. 1 000 .) , BAbbADK
LUrinUN/UUNh lb/ IbUNh lb
bUU 1 VAbbNbb i bUNb 1 b (. KbbAbbADK .> , BAbbAUK .> ,
/ <. 1 UUNh 1 b <. KLDbV 1 D ) , bubV 1 D .>
/ , ( IbUNh lb (.KLDbvT LAbb.) , LDbVFLb.)
,




(. 1 bUNh lb i. KbbHANNbLb >
,
CHAN )
C Ihe variables ar e defined in the simulation program Pl'OM
C except as noted below.
KA i £=50. 000





U I l'1-b . /Ub4 / /2D- 1 3
J2=l
ekf=o. yuoo
u Kuuu i i s a dummy var i ab l e used 1 n t he d i g 1 1 ai tilt er
PUUU I =o. ouo
K==2. 402yG3U-0y
L I HL>^ is a dummy variable used to compute large angle velocity




u KUbUh is the value of the filtered small angle signal.
PDbUM=0. 0L)0
PH 1 2=-0 . Ub 1 U2 1 3451)0
Y=2048
b Pbl is the initial pressure load drop
PL 1 =^b . 8930300/ ( UM*bh F )
P 1 E2=2 . 00DU*DA I AN (. 1 . 0D0
)
0PbN(UNlT=15, F'ILb=' l"HE820F. DA I ' , b I A I US=' NhW )
b INITIALIZE THE BuAKu
b I A i US=ALINI I (. )
b I A IUS=ALSB<: 1 )
b I A l"US = ALbl- CRATE)
b I A I US=ALKSb I <. )
STA I Ub~ALbb <. 1 bUNt- 1 b )
b I A i Ub=ALUV(0, Y)
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J 1 =b
l_: iDbN'llf-Y I Hb UUN I POL PARAMb I bKb
* wKiihU,*.) * INPUT TRANSFER FUNCTION (HK) '
* RbAD*,HK
* WRI TE(*, *) 'INFO I UAlNb (K.P,KV) (RbAL) '
* RbAD*, KP, KV
WRITE(*, *) 'INI-'OI THb DESIRED AKM POSITION IN DEGREES'
READ*,PHIDD1
PRINT*,PHIDD1
PH i D= (. i. 2*P IE2/ 1 80 ) *PH I DD 1 )
PRINT*, PH ID
C COMMENCE POSITIONING OF THE AKM




C Begin data acquisition process
Ob S I ATOS=ALAV (1,1, DAVAL
)
S I A I US=ALAV C 2 , 1 , DAVAL.2 .)
L> 1 =H LOA i ( DAVAL-2U48 >
D2=f LOA I (DAVAL2-204WJ
PUb0M=0.94l/b0*PDS0M + . 029l290*(PD00 1 + D2)
VI=S1*U1
V2=bl*PDSUn
I HE i A= . b 1 Obbb^DO*V 1
I HUU I = ( I Hb I A- IHD2 ) *KA I b + 0/ ( 2*RA I b
)
VL ~-- . 4U9 ji3 D * V2 / L - . 1 fab4 / L
PHi=THE"l'A + VL




pl= i R/ (Ei- f*um:j
PLDO I =KA"I b* ( PL-PL 1 .»
Q=DM* I HUU I +C l'M*PL+ (. VI *PLDO I" ) / (4. ODO*tfE
)
PD=P8-PL
U "I his section is used to install a ceiling on the value of
C current which can seen by actuator controller.
I F ( PD . LE . b . D - 3 ) I HbN
1=4. OD-03
ELBE
1 = ( L>!/ ( K*DbWR"l <. PD ) ) ) / 1 000 . 00
END IF
It- t. 1 . GT. 4. OD-03 J 1=4. OD-03
i F '.1 .LI. -4 . OD-03 ) 1 =-4 . OD-03
V3=500*I
Y=IN'I (2. 04bD03*V3/ 1 ODO + 2048
)
SI AT0S=ALDV(0, V.)
IF (J . bU. Jl .) "I HbN
J2=J2+1
PACJ2)=PH1
VA ( J 2 :> =VL
I A (J 2)= I Hb I A







i HD2= i Hi- I A
PDUU'l =D2
ih (. J .Lb. 2000) bUlU Ub
10 Y=204b
b I A I US=ALDV(0, Y'.)
b I A I Ub=AL I LKf'l <. )
UU 20 J 1 = 1 , 400
WK i I L <. 1 b , 2b ) Ui*. 02b0 ) , PA <! J 1 > , I A ( J 1 .) , VA (. J i )
2b I- UKfiA I C 1 X , 4 C2X , F 1 o . 4 ) )






C TRAJ.FUR lb A SAMPLE PRUSRAM UbblJ DUKlNb I KAJ bo I URY
C CUNTRGL.
* i NUbUDb : » A i LDbh S. FUR
'
* i NLLUUh : ' A I LbKKb . H UK
KbAb*bVb ? N, P1E2,PH1D, L,PS, VI , BE, DM, CTM, PHIDU'I ,
/PD, V3, VA<. 1001 .) ,
/EHI-
,
IHb rA, PHI, TR,RK,PLDU"f
,
PL,Q, I , K,PL1,U,
/ I A (. 1 00 1 ) , PA (. 1 00 1 ) , PD 1
,
/EPS,DFHI,Si,v"l , FC,PHIDD1,V2,PHI2,THD2,FDDU"I (1001 )
,
/PDOUT, I UK(. 1000) , T, PDSUm
KtAL*4 RATE, Dl , D2, KP, KV, HK
INTE6ER*2 ADbAlNbC lb.) , ADCHAN< 16), ICQNFI6C lb.) ,
/ bAbbADR , UDbV 1 D , UDb VH Lb , SUAN , DAVAL , DAVAL2 , Y ,
/STATUS, PH I DD, DA < 1 000 .)
uummun/uunt la/lCUNf lb
bL!U 1 VALbNUb 1 CUNh 1 b ( KUbAbbADK .) , bAbbAUK .) ,
/ (. 1 UUNH 1 b <. KUDbV 1 D .) , UDbV 1 D .>
/ ( CUNT' 1 G ( KUDb VI- bAbb .) , UDbVK Lb ) ,
/ (. lUUNh IfcKKCSCAN)
,
bUAN.) , <. lUUNh 1 b (. KUUHANNbLb .) , CHAN)
U Ihe variables ar e defined in the simulation program Pl'OM
U except as noted below.
KA i E=bO. 000
L— . 3ydb O
PS=1 . 3/SBBBD07
V I =3. 0bl27D-~U4
BE=6yO. ODOb
bn-b. 2271D-0b




PDDU I (.J2) =0. ODO
El- f =0. BODO
U l-'UUU I is a dummy variable used in the dicntal 1 liter.
PDUU I =0. ODO
K=2. 402Bb3D~0y







U PDBUM is the value of the filtered small angle signal.
PDSUIvl=0. ODO
PHI 2=-0 . Ob 1 02 1 345D0
Y=204S
u Pbl is the initial load pressure drop.
PL 1=23. B'=»303D0/ <DM*EFF)
P 1 b^=^ . 00D0*DA I AN C 1 . ODO
)
UPbN (.UNI I = 1 b , f- 1 LE= ' I HEB20b . DAT ' , STA'I US= ' NEW ' )
U 1 N 1 I 1 AL 1 /. b I HE BUARU
b I A I US=AL1NI I (. .)
b I A I UB=ALBfci <. 1 )
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TRANSFER FUNCTION CHK.) '
bA 1 NS <: KP , KV .) (. KbAL ) '
THb DbbikbD AKfl PUS1T1UN IN DEbREES'
Si ATUS=ALSF CRAl E)
S I A I US=ALRBET C )




C iDbNIil-Y THb CONTRUL PARAMETERS
* Wk'I !'£(*, *> ' INPUT
* READ*,HK
* UK I TEC*,*) ' INPUT
* REAU*,KP,KV
* WRITEC*,*) ' INPUT
* READ*, PHI DIM
* PRINT*, PHI DDl




J 1 = 1
PD 1 =ODO
b 1 =1 ODO/2 . 04UD03
C CUMMENCE PUbi I I UNI (Mb Uh THE ARM
Ob I H i. J .LI. 400 .) PH I D= C 1 . Ob 1 02/ 2 ) * C J * . 00b )
IF (J . bE. 400 .AND. J .LI. BUG) PHID=1.000
it (.J .BE. bOO .AND. J .LI. lOOO)
PH I D= C - 1 . 00 / 2 ) * C t J-bOO ) * . 00b ) + 1 .
IK CJ . bE. 1000) PHID=0.00
RK=HK*PH1D
C b e?gin data a c q
u
i s i t i on p y o c ess.
b I A l"Ub=ALAV (1,1, DAVAL
)
ST AT Ub=ALAV C2, 1 , DAVAL^' )
Dl=FLUA'l (DAVAL-204S)
D2=f LUA I (DAVAL2~204S)
PDSUM=0 . '=»4 1 /bO*PDSUM +
Vl=Sl*Dl
V2=bl*PDSUM
"I Hb I A=. 6 1 0Bfob2D0*Vl




2b 1 2b * i. K UUU I + U2 )
+ U/C2*RATE)
VL=-0. 40b330D0*v"2/L -. 001bb4/L
VL=0.0
PHi=IHETA + VL
PH I DUT = ( PH I -PH 1 2 ) *RA lb + U/ C 2*RA I E )





U=DM*THDUT +CT M*PL+ CV I *PLDUT .) / (4. ODO*bE)
PD=PS-PL
Ihis section is used to install
of current which can be seen by
I F C PD . LE . b . D- 3 THb N
1=4. 0D-O3
ELSE






control 1 er .
4. OD—03) 1-4. OD-03
4. OD-03) i=-4. OD-03
1 H ( i . id I
i F C 1 .LI.
V3=bOO*I
Y=1NT(2. 04bD03*V3/10D0 + 204b)
SiAl Ub=ALDV(.0 F Y)












1 HD2-1 Hb I A
PDUUT=D2
If- (.J .Lb. 2000) aUTO Ob
10 Y=2048
b lATUb=ALDV(0, Y.)
bl A I 'Ub=AL"l bKM<. )
DO 20 J 1 = 1, 400
WK II b < 1 b , 2b ) <. J 1 * . 02b0 ) , PA ( J 1 ) , I'A t J 1 ) , VA <. J 1
)
ZZ> I- UKI'IA I C 1 X , 4 C2X , F 10.4))
2U UUiM i 1 MUt
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